
Exotic Dragons

F
oolish is the man who trifles with dragons, the

most powerful creatures in existence. At least

according to them. Few are unaware of the

dragons' status, however. All know of the red

dragons and their fiery rage, and of the cunning

plots of insidious black dragons. So too do most

know of the wise gold dragons and other of their

ilk, the bronze, the copper, the silver; all devoted protectors of

good and light.

But there are more variations of dragon, however rare they

might be. Elusive breeds of dragon forgotten by the world,

some so rare and unknown in modern times that even other

dragons thought them extinct.

Read on for more on these exotic drakes. True dragons all,

yet none quite like the other, and all strange and mysterious

compared to their more common metallic or chromatic kin.

Rare Mutations
Many of the dragons listed here are mutations of existing

types. Whether the result of ancient self-experimentation or

the meddling of mad gods, these dragons diverged from their

more normal cousins at some point.

As semi-unnatural variants, many lack dedicated stat

blocks for any stage of growth besides Adult. This is due to

the nature of the mutations, which commonly set in just as a

young dragon transitions to adulthood. Likewise many of

these dragons, due to some quirk of their nature, do not live

to truly ancient years.

If desired, you can approximate younger or older stages of

these dragons by lifting the stats from the appropriate stage

of that exotic dragon's metallic or chromatic cousin, shown

on the table below. Maintain any special abilities or breath

weapons where appropriate, but otherwise use the hit points,

Armor Class, and ability scores of the listed common dragon,

unless told otherwise.

Draconic Conversion
Exotic Dragon Common Dragon

Iron Bronze (no other changes)

Lead Red (subtract 2 from Dexterity)

Nickel White (increase size category by 1)

Aluminum Green (add 7 to Intelligence)

Pyrite White (subtract 2 from Intelligence)

Gunmetal Gold (no other changes)

Flesh Tiamat (add 2 to Legendary Resistance)
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Iron Dragon

U
nlike most metallic dragons, the iron dragon

has a rather mercenary take on morality.

Where the others are selfless defenders of

good and righteousness, the iron dragon is

more... down-to-earth. Rather than seek to

make the world a better place, they simply

seek to exist in the world as it is. They lack

the maliciousness of the chromatics, but just as much lack

the true empathy of the metallics.

Ferrous Nature
Much like their morality, an iron dragon's scales are a flat and

solid gray. It gleams dully, but otherwise isn't special. Their

eyes, mouth, and other fleshy areas tend to be a sort of ruddy,

rust red. They also lack the graceful horns of other dragons,

and have flat, simple heads and sharp, utilitarian wings.

This similarity to iron extends further than mere

appearances however. Their scales are also ferrous at their

core, giving the entire dragon a slightly magnetic quality They

also exhale sharp iron shards, rather than destructive energy.

Weakness to Rust
The humble rust monster, bane of many adventurer's

existence, is equally hated and feared by iron dragons. Their

iron-hard scales are useless against such creatures, and a

sleeping iron dragon can easily awake to an infestation slowly

devouring it from the outside in.

Rusted Iron Dragon
When rusty, the dragon's AC becomes 18, it has 2d12 fewer

hit points, its speed decreases by 10 feet, and the damage

dealt by its Iron Breath decreases by 2d12. It also gains the

following trait:

Tetanus. Whenever a creature takes 15 or more damage

from a single attack made by the dragon, including its breath

weapon, that creature must make a DC 17 Constitution saving

throw or be infected with tetanus. While afflicted, the creature

has disadvantage on all Strength and Dexterity rolls. If already

diseased, they instead take 12 (2d12) bludgeoning damage.

Adult Iron Dragon
Huge dragon, true neutral

Armor Class 20 (natural armor)
Hit Points 212 (17d12 + 102)
Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

25 (+7) 10 (+0) 23 (+6) 16 (+3) 15 (+2) 19 (+4)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Con +11, Wis +7, Cha +9
Skills Athletics +12, Perception +7, Stealth +5
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, and

slashing damage from nonmagical weapons, fire
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 22
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 15 (13,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Magnetic. After a creature hits the dragon with a melee
weapon attack using a metal weapon, that creature
must make a DC 15 Strength saving throw. On a
failure, the weapon sticks to the dragon's hide. A
creature can only be affected by this trait once per turn.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its claws.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +12 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 18 (2d10 + 7) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +12 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 14 (2d6 + 7) slashing damage.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +12 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 16 (2d8 + 7) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 17 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Dagger Breath (Recharge 5-6). The dragon exhales razor-
sharp fragments of iron in a 60-foot cone. Each
creature in that area must make a DC 19 Dexterity
saving throw, taking 66 (12d10) slashing damage on a
failed save, or half as much damage on a success.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The dragon regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Tail Attack. The dragon makes a tail attack.

Wing Attack (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon beats its
wings. Each creature within 10 feet of the dragon must
succeed on a DC 20 Dexterity saving throw or take 14
(2d6 + 7) bludgeoning damage and be knocked prone.
The dragon can then fly up to half its flying speed.



Lead Dragon

R
elatively dimwitted for a true dragon, the lead

dragon nonetheless can pose a dire threat to

communities and adventurers alike, albeit not

in the ways most would expect. The origins of

these dragons remain a mystery, but they are

clearly not born as lead dragons; even reduced

to the size of a hatchling it would weigh

enough to stagger a giant. No, these dragons can't be born

this way; some mysterious process transforms them, molding

them into these leaden behemoths.

Leaden and Grounded
These dragons, though they possess wings, cannot possibly

fly. They are far too heavy, so instead use their wings to beat

senseless those who hassle them. Despite this, their wings

aren't very strong; one can easily tell the age of a lead dragon

by looking at the size of its wings.

Given their weight and general cumbersome nature, these

dragons hunt using unorthodox measures. They stay

perfectly still in caverns and dense forests. Prey is attracted

by the sight of what seems to be a perfect sculpture of a

dragon out of lead. After getting close enough, the dragon lets

its wings fall and crushes the creature, killing it instantly.

Dragon of the Earth
One of the primary calling cards of the lead dragon is

earthquakes in areas not normally prone to them. The great

drakes, despite their heft, are still dragons after all. Many love

nothing more than to seek to soar into the air, sometimes

getting a few feet above ground before crashing back into the

dirt.

When confronted with coordinated danger, lead dragons

can even weaponize this disadvantage, using their bulky body

to crash into the ground and unbalance foes. It is one of the

few advanced tactics usable by the mostly dimwitted dragons.

The Patient Killer
And lastly, of course, is the dragon's breath weapon. Rather

than exhaling destructive energy, the dragon instead

produces a thick cloud of lead particulate. This cloud

obscures the battlefield, but has an even more insidious

danger as well.

If a creature spends an hour or more inside the leaden

cloud, they begin to suffer from a potentially lethal disease;

lead poisoning. It isn't the fastest killer, but after a week or so

an afflicted character can easily become moderately insane.

Adult Lead Dragon
Huge dragon, (unknown due to dragon's leaden scales)

Armor Class 18 (natural armor)
Hit Points 200 (16d12 + 96)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

27 (+8) 8 (-1) 25 (+7) 10 (+0) 12 (+1) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Dex +4, Con +12, Wis +6, Cha +7
Skills Athletics +13, Perception +6,
Damage Resistances cold, fire
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 15
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 17 (18,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Heavyweight. The dragon's weight and size are counted
as one size larger than it is for all purposes save
determining how much physica space it occupies.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its wings.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 19 (2d10 + 8) piercing damage.

Wing. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 5-10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 15 (2d6 + 8) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 14 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Leaden Breath (Recharge 5-6). The dragon exhales a
mist of lead particulate in a 60-foot cone. Each
creature in that area, or who ends their turn in the area,
must make a DC 19 Constitution saving throw or
become poisoned. If a creature is exposed to this
effect for at least 1 hour, it gains a random form of
madness from the Dungeon Master's Guide. The cloud
lasts for 1 minute or until the dragon uses its breath
weapon again.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The dragon regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Wing Drop. The dragon makes a wing attack.

Soar! (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon leaps into the air
before immediately slamming back down. Each foe
within 60 feet of the dragon must succeed on a DC 19
Dexterity saving throw or take 13 (2d6 + 6) damage
and be knocked prone. The dragon's movement speed
is halved until the end of its next turn.



Nickel Dragon

G
igantic and fearsome, the nickel dragon is an

intimidating opponent. Its bulk blots out the

sun in the sky, and its bellow can shake the

very earth itself. That being said, they actually

aren't that dangerous. Well, they're still

dragons for sure, but they just seem like they'd

be a little harder, right? They're gigantic! But

no, the nickel dragon is huge, frightening, and ultimately not

worth nearly as much experience as their size would imply.

Draconic Behemoth
The nickel dragon is a giant among dragons. It easily dwarfs

ancient dragons of other types, even as it is objectively much,

much weaker than them. This size also makes it slower in the

air and on the ground, and near useless at hunting.

Due to this, the nickel dragon must rely on its size to find

food; namely by cowing a tribe of lizardfolk or kobolds into

feeding it. Then it can live like a fattened baron, while

fervantly hoping that nothing more powerful or threatening

comes along and dethrones it.

Natural Defense
Nickel dragons do have one special power, causing minor

disease in the form of a blistering rash, coupled with a dry

itchiness. This ability, however, is limited to the around ten to

twenty percent of the population who have nickel allergies.

Their skin itself is largely composed of actual nickel, which

they are able to absorb from their diet. What purpose this

nickel serves is unknown, since it isn't particularly hard or

resistant, and the only effect it causes is a mild rash, and even

then only if the creature in question happens to be allergic.

Magnetized Breath
The breath weapon of the nickel dragon is perhaps its most

interesting quality. Rather than exhaling energy, it exhales

ionized particles of nickel, which stick to enemies and

magnetize them.

This has very little effect, as only trace amounts of nickel

are used, but it's enough to blunt certain swords and

otherwise hinder opponents. Interesting, if not terribly useful.

Adult Nickel Dragon
Gargantuan dragon, true neutral

Armor Class 27 (natural armor)
Hit Points 186 (14d12 + 102)
Speed 30 ft., fly 60 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

22 (+6) 10 (+0) 20 (+5) 10 (+0) 12 (+1) 12 (+1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Con +10, Wis +6, Cha +6
Skills Perception +5, Persuasion +6
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, and

slashing damage from nonmagical weapons, fire
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 22
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 15 (13,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Magnetic. After a creature hits the dragon with a melee
weapon attack using a metal weapon, that creature
must make a DC 15 Strength saving throw. On a
failure, the weapon sticks to the dragon's hide. A
creature can only be affected by this trait once per turn.

Nickel Scales. When a creature first touches the dragon
or is damaged by a hit melee or breath weapon attack
from it, roll 1d100. On a result of 18 or less, the
creature is allergic and forms a minor rash on the skin
touched by the dragon. This rash lasts for 1d8 hours.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its claws.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +11 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 11 (1d10 + 6) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +11 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 9 (1d6 + 6) slashing damage.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +11 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 10 (1d8 + 6) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 14 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Magnetic Breath (Recharge 5-6). The dragon exhales
magnetized shavings of nickel in a 60-foot cone. Each
creature in that area must make a DC 17 Dexterity
saving throw or have disadvantage on its next attack or
Dexterity saving throw.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The dragon regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Tail Attack. The dragon makes a tail attack.

Wing Attack (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon beats its
wings. Each creature within 10 feet of the dragon must
succeed on a DC 17 Dexterity saving throw or take 9
(1d6 + 6) bludgeoning damage and be knocked prone.
The dragon can then fly up to half its flying speed.



Aluminum Dragon

G
leaming like a silver dragon, the aluminum

dragon looks to be a stalwart defender of the

good and innocent. And in its own mind, it is. A

defender against sinister cabals, manipulative

secret societies, and insidious cults. Anyone

could be in on the plot, or maybe everyone is in

on it. Mind-altering monstrosities, reptilian

doppelgangers, and warforged alike! Well, warforged who

don't look like warforged, at least, they disguise themselves as

living creatures instead of... Not important.

Paranoia and Privacy
The aluminum dragons know many things, among them that

sinister forces are even now conspiring to take over the

world. Sometimes it's the Yuan-Ti, replacing seemingly

normal humanoids with thoroughly evil reptilian imposters.

Other times it's constructs doing it. Occasionally it's mind-

flayers, which is the one time most people don't immediately

respond with laughter.

Their bodies are also naturally resistant to psionic energy,

protecting from mind readers. They also always have a plan,

an escape route, or a backup, just in case.

They don't even fully trust others of their kind; after all, if

the reptilians can mimic humanoids, why not dragons?

They're basically reptiles already, so it couldn't be hard. Or

maybe that's what it was all along...

Getting Up to No Good
They're always up to something. Usually something stupid,

like uncovering the secretive cabal behind a global druidic

conspiracy, but still. They try to play coy, keep it normal, but

usually end up looking so overtly strange that no one doubts

for a second that they're evil or insane, or both.

Foiled Again
But perhaps the aluminum dragons are right to be paranoid.

After all, they without a doubt the weakest variation of dragon

to exist in any world. They have aluminum foil scales, are

weak to most forms of attack, and are truly useless at fighting

in any way.

If it weren't for their obsessive planning and incessant

anxiety, they would never survive long enough to truly come

to fear the dystopian future that awaits. Not that many end up

living all that long anyway.

Adult Aluminum Dragon
Huge dragon, [info withheld by creature's request]

Armor Class 19 (natural armor)
Hit Points 207 (18d12 + 90)
Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft., swim 40ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

21 (+5) 12 (+1) 19 (+4) 25 (+7) 18 (+4) 16 (+3)

Saving Throws Dex +6, Int +12, Wis +9, Cha +8
Skills Insight +9, Investigation +12, Perception +9
Damage Vulnerabilities bludgeoning, piercing, and

slashing damage from all sources, cold, fire, force,
lightning, necrotic, poison, radiant, thunder

Damage Immunities psychic
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 24
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 15 (13,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Psionic Foil. The dragon is immune to any effect that
would read its mind, influence its emotions, or control
its actions. The dragon cannot use telepathy in any way.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes two attacks, one each with its claws and
one with its tail.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +10 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 12 (2d6 + 5) slashing damage.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +10 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 14 (2d8 + 5) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 16 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Paranoid Rambling (Recharge 5-6). The dragon takes a
deep breath and then begins ranting about conspiracy
theories. Each creature within 120 feet of the dragon
who can hear it must make a DC 18 Intelligence saving
throw, taking 28 (8d6) psychic damage on a failure, or
none on a success.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The dragon regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Check Again (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon makes a
Wisdom (Perception) check with a -10 penalty. If it
doesn't detect anything, it gets anxious and becomes
frightened of a random creature it can see within 120
feet.



Pyrite Dragon

M
ajestic, sleek, refined, beautiful. Such

are some of the words used to describe

the gold dragons. Their form simply

exudes solemn power and

responsibility. Many compare them to

flying works of art, shimmering in the

sunset as their flames wreathe their

sinuous bodies, lighting the souls of all who witness them

with hope and determination.

The pyrite dragons look much the same but are, for all

other purposes, idiots.

Majestic Scions
A pyrite dragon appears to be of the same nature as a gold

dragon. Their scales glitter in almost the same way, and their

head shape, horns, and all other features heavily imply them

to be a gold dragon.

The pyrite dragons, meanwhile, use this resemblance to

their advantage, to hunt. Typically a pyrite dragon will seek to

trick a group of humble pilgrims, leading them into its lair

where it can feast.

Further abusing this to gain more permanent servants is

far too intelligent a plan for a pyrite dragon. Instead the best

most manage is to nail down a few fancy-sounding words and

phrases in common, such as "be not afraid" or "glory be to

Bahadmutt" to name a few.

Sleek and Graceful
In flight, the pyrite dragon looks to be a prince of the air. In

reality, it has very little idea of how to fly, where it is going, or

how to land. Most dragons learn these skills very quickly, the

issue is just that pyrite dragons forget those skills even faster.

Their body shape is mostly to thank for their seemingly

graceful flight. Scuplted scales funnel the wind to keep the

dragon moving in a sinuous manner, whether the dragon

wants to or not. Onlookers are typically moved to awe, so

long as they don't see the thing crash into the ground at (or

vaguely near) its destination.

All beauty vanishes in battle, however. Whnen fighting, the

pyrite dragon is a near-feral creature, prone to hissing,

spitting, and other such undignified sounds. It uses its claws

haphazardly, and bites only the tastiest-looking targets.

Refined Power
And then, of course, is the breath weapon. A gold dragon's

breath burns like sunlight made into flame. The breath of a

pyrite dragon, meanwhile, is more like a failing campfire;

smokey, full of sparks, and utterly useless.

They don't even technically breathe fire. They breathe a

semi-flammable ashy smoke, which their scales then ignite.

This has drawbacks, however; surround a pyrite dragon in

flammable gas and hit it with something metal and the whole

thing would likely explode.

Adult Pyrite Dragon
Huge dragon, chaotic neutral

Armor Class 18 (natural armor)
Hit Points 212 (17d12 + 102)
Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

22 (+6) 10 (+0) 20 (+5) 6 (-2) 11 (+1) 12 (+1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Con +10, Wis +6, Cha +6
Skills Deception +6, Perception +6, Stealth +5
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 11
Languages Common (kinda?), Draconic
Challenge 15 (13,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Spark Scales. When a creature hits the dragon with a
metal weapon with an attack roll 5 or higher than the
dragon's AC, the dragon's scales ignite. It takes fire
damage equal to half the damage of the original attack,
and ignites any nearby flammable material.

Terrible Flyer. When the dragon attempts to land after
flying, it must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw.
On a success it lands as intended, on a failure it lands
up to 10 feet in a random direction and falls prone.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its claws.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 10 ft., one
target. Hit: 17 (2d10 + 6) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 13 (2d6 + 6) slashing damage.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +9 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 15 (2d8 + 6) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Spark Breath (Recharge 5-6). The dragon exhales warm
ash which is ignited into sparking clumps in a 60-foot
cone. Each creature in that area must make a DC 16
Dexterity saving throw, taking 16 (4d8) fire damage on
a failed save, or no damage on a successful one.



Gunmetal Dragon

E
ver heard the roar of a gunmetal dragon?

Like iron rain it is, or a particularly ornery

woodpecker. Ever felt the bite of a gunmetal

dragon's breath? No one really does; those

who experience it almost never survive.

They're fearsome opponents indeed, at

least as long as their breath weapon doesn't

jam up. That'd be bad. Explosively bad.

Serialized and Stamped
Gunmetal dragons are some of the more impressive looking

of the exotic dragons. Their scales are so sleek they almost

blend into one another, and their entire body simply screams

lethality and power.

Their one flaw is the serial number stamped somewhere

on their body. None are sure where the number comes from,

or what it even means, but all gunmetal dragons have one.

Full Auto
A gunmetal dragon's best form of attack is its lethal bullet

breath. By opening its mouth and exhaling, explosive force

from within the dragon propels out thousands of beady metal

pellets, or bullets, per second.

The one true weakness of the gunmetal dragon lies in the

very weapon that makes it so formidable; its bullet-laden

breath weapon. Unlike with any other sort of dragon, the

breath weapon of the gunmetal dragon can become stopped

up, usually with explosive consequences.

There are several ways the dragon's explosive glands could

become stoppered, which causes the dragon's breath weapon

to backfire. In these instances, the glands within the dragon's

maw explode, dealing catastrophic damage to the dragon

itself. Depending on the dragon's age, this can sometimes

happen with no apparent cause whatsoever, save for rotten

bad luck on the dragon's part.

Adult Gunmetal Dragon
Huge dragon, lawful neutral

Armor Class 19 (natural armor)
Hit Points 212 (17d12 + 120)
Speed 40 ft., fly 80 ft., swim 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA

27 (+8) 14 (+2) 25 (+7) 16 (+3) 15 (+2) 24 (+7)

Saving Throws Dex +8, Con +13, Wis +8, Cha +13
Skills Athletics +13, Intimidation +12, Perception +14,

Stealth +8
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing, and

slashing damage from nonmagical weapons, poison
Senses blindsight 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft., passive

Perception 22
Languages Common, Draconic
Challenge 17 (18,000 XP)

Legendary Resistance (3/Day). If the dragon fails a saving
throw, it can choose to succeed instead.

Serial Number. The dragon is marked with a serial
number on some easily visible part of its body, making
it unable to disguise itself except through magic.

Jammed! If the dragon's mouth is blocked, or if it
recharged its breath weapon with a 1, its Bullet Breath
backfires. It takes 76 (12d10 + 10) fire damage, and
deals half that to any creature within 10 feet.

Actions
Multiattack. The dragon can use its Frightful Presence.
It then makes three attacks: one with its bite and two
with its claws.

Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 10 ft.,
one target. Hit: 19 (2d10 + 8) piercing damage.

Claw. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 5 ft., one
target. Hit: 15 (2d6 + 8) slashing damage and 8 (2d6)
fire damage.

Tail. Melee Weapon Attack: +13 to hit, reach 15 ft., one
target. Hit: 16 (2d8 + 8) bludgeoning damage.

Frightful Presence. Each creature of the dragon's choice
that is within 120 feet of the dragon and aware of it
must succeed on a DC 20 Wisdom saving throw or
become frightened for l minute. A creature can repeat
the saving throw at the end of each of its turns, ending
the effect on itself on a success. If a creature's saving
throw is successful or the effect ends for it, the
creature is immune to the dragon's Frightful Presence
for the next 24 hours.

Bullet Breath (Recharge 1, 5-6). The dragon opens its
maw and fires a torrent of bullets in a 60-foot long line
which is 5 feet wide. Each creature in that line must
make a DC 21 Dexterity saving throw, taking 76
(12d10 + 10) piercing damage on a failed save, or half
as much on a successful one.

Legendary Actions
The dragon can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. Only one legendary action
option can be used at a time and only at the end of
another creature's turn. The dragon regains spent
legendary actions at the start of its turn.

Detect. The dragon makes a Wisdom (Perception)
check.

Tail Attack. The dragon makes a tail attack.

Full Auto (Costs 2 Actions). The dragon roars, using its
Bullet Breath action. It can then use the Bullet Breath
action again on its next turn without needing to
recharge. Afterwards, it cannot use its breath weapon
again in any way until the end of its next turn.



Flesh Dragon

T Terrifying, disgusting, vile. These abominations,

dragons in name only, are truly a stain on the

fabric of life. With their rotting claws,

regurgitated flesh breath weapon, and other

blasphemous powers, the flesh dragon is truly

the most horrid of dragons on any world.

Adult Flesh Dragon Flesh Breath (Recharge 5-6). The dragon exhales the
rotten flesh and blood of its past foes, coating all


